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The Frozen Embryo

Molly Gibson is a phenomenon, 
she is also less than one year old. 
She was born a few months ago 

to a couple from Tennessee and joined her 
sister, Emma, who is now a delighted four-
year-old big sister. What makes this story 
unusual is that Molly was frozen for 27 
years. That makes her about the same age 
as her mother, Tina Gibson.

Molly was born from an embryo that was 
frozen 27 years ago, and recently “adopted” 
by Tina and her husband, Ben. The Gibsons 
had struggled with fertility challenges until 
they used a frozen embryo and Emma was 
born. Another embryo from the same batch 
was used to achieve their latest pregnancy, 
and Molly was born. Molly and Emma are 
genetic siblings as well as being born to the 
same biological mother.

This is the longest time on record that an 

embryo has been frozen and thawed which 
resulted in a successful pregnancy and a 
healthy birth.

It seems that such records exist in order 
to be broken, and every so often a case is 
reported in which embryos have been fro-
zen longer and longer. We can almost claim 
that frozen embryos have no “shelf life” 
and will exist indefinitely in liquid nitrogen 
until they are used.

This means that embryos cryopreserved 
today may only be used decades in the 
future. The genetic parents may be 
deceased before the embryos are used. The 
birth mother may eventually be “younger” 
than her children, having been born after 
the embryos were frozen.

We do not foresee any medical problem 
with such treatment, nor do there appear 
to be ethical concerns. It remains an 
interesting case that may point to a new 
trend.
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There are, though, halachic concerns, not 
necessarily with the length of time that the 
embryos have been frozen, rather with 
embryo adoption itself.

Some groups and clinics promote embryo 
adoption as a preferred option for couples 
who require an egg donation. The advan-
tage is that generally egg donation is a very 
expensive and complex procedure. A donor 
needs to be located who looks similar to the 
recipient. She needs counseling to ensure 
that she is aware of the procedure and is 
fully willing to undergo the procedure. She 
must receive hormonal injections, be mon-
itored, tested, the eggs must be retrieved. 
This process takes time and is expensive. 
There is also no guarantee that enough via-
ble eggs will be produced.

Embryo adoption seems to be a much eas-
ier and more productive way of achieving 
viable embryos. More on this next week. 

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem 
and helps couples from all over the world 
who are experiencing fertility problems. 
Offices in Jerusalem, New York, Los 
Angeles & Paris. Contact (Isr) 02-651-5050  
(US) 718-336-0603 www.puahonline.org
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and our next step will be to plant a fruit 
tree. I never thought of myself as being the 
agricultural type, but the feeling of settling 
and planting a portion of Eretz Yisrael, has 
been truly euphoric. Iy”H, when we plant 
our tree, and eat the fruits that will grow 
one day, I think we will be able to truly 
appreciate that unique Kedusha found in 
the fruit of Eretz Yisrael!

To conclude, when you buy your Tu B'shvat 
fruit this year, don’t search for those dried 
apricots and banana chips imported from 
Turkey. Rather, head over to the fresh 
produce and buy yourself some nice juicy 
Kedusha-filled Jaffa oranges and thank 
Hashem for bringing you to this land in 
order to be able to לאכול מפריה ולשבע מטובה, 
imbibing that Kedusha in every bite that 
you take!! 

�������� - 110m, duplex, 8 stairs to get into building, 
elevator to 1st  floor, 3 bedrooms & 2 bathrooms on 
bottom floor, kitchen, living room, dining room, library 
and guest toilet on main floor, 20m Sukka terrace, Asking 
price 4.9 M Shekels
�����������������������
�	������� 1st floor, Arab house, 
4 rooms, (total about 160m), high standard of renovation, 
Sukkah porch, 2 full bathrooms + guest bathroom, 
central a/c, elevator, parking, small machsan, asking 
2,550,000 dollars
����������������������� – 4 rooms,1st floor, elevator, parking, 
110m, asking 10,500nis


